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MOSN — 11.3

To: Distribution

’\ From: Bill Silver

Date: November l3, 1973

Subject: Changes to the Operation of the Operator's Console

When the new operator's console and syserr software is installed
the mechanics of operating the operator's console will change. The
major areas of change are:

l. Use of the operator s console will no longer interfere
with the normal functioning of Multics.

2. The console timer switch should always be ENABLED,

3. The use of the console in Multics has changed.

4. The use of the console in BOS has changed.

5. Some changes have been made to the format of syserr
messages.

6. The conversion of characters from BCD to ASCII and
from ASCII to BCD has changed.

EFFECTS OF CHANGE ON SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

Previously any use of the operator's console required the
dedicated services of one processor. Its use on service meant
that for many on—line users the system would appear stopped.
There was even the real danger that the system would crash becauseit was waiting for the operator's console to complete an input
or output operation.

This is no longer true. Except when an unusual burst of syserr
messages must be typed the system will not wait for the operator's
console to complete an operation. Under normal circumstances
the operator's console can be used on service without any adverse
affect on system performance or system reliability.
USE OF CONSOLE THIRTY-SECOND TIMER

The operator's console has a 30 second timer mechanism. when
”‘ reading input if no character is typed within 30 seconds the

read operation will be terminated. This mecahnism is controlled
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by a switch in the maintenance panel of the operator's console.
Currently this switch is set to the disabled position and thus the
30 second timer is not used. With the installation of the new
operator's console software this switch should be set to the
enabled position during the operation of both Multics and BOS.
The effects which the use of the 30 second timer will have on
the operation of the console are discussed in detail below.

USE OF THE CONSOLE IN MULTICS

This discussion of the operation of the console applies only when
Multics is running. Except where specifically stated the
operation of the console while BOS is running has not changed.
In order to help describe the new method of using the console
we will define two modes in which the console will operate:

LOCK MODE — The console keyboard is locked and cannot be
used to type input. The console remains in
lock mode until the user hits the Request
button.

UNLOCK MODE — The console is either typing output or the
keyboard is unlocked and ready to accept
input.

When the console keyboard is unlocked the user may start typing
input. He still must hit the End of Message button to signal that
he has completed an input line. When the system has processed
that input line and is ready to accept another the console
keyboard will be automatically unlocked. The user can type the
next input line without first hitting the Request button. In
unlock mode the Request button has another use. Output generated
as a result of an input line (for example a "list" command) may
be stopped by hitting the Request button.

There are two important points to note about using the Request button
to suppress unwanted output:

l. syserr messages cannot be suppressed.

2, An idiosyncrasy of the operator's console results in the
following phenomenon. When the Request button is pushed
the line being typed will finish being typed. In addition
one more line of output (if there is one) will also be
typed.
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Once the console is in unlock mode the keyboard will continue to be ‘*'
unlocked after each read operation has completed and the system
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is ready to accept another input line. Since it is not desirable,\ (expecially on service) to have the console keyboard unlocked
for a long period of time there must be a way to return the console
to lock mode once the user has no more input lines to type. This
can be accomplished by inputting a null line, i.e., hit the
End of Message button without typing any other character.

There are other ways in which the console may be taken out of
unlock mode and put back in lock mode. One involves the 30
second timer. Once the console keyboard is unlocked and ready
to accept input, if the user does not type at least one character
every 30 seconds, the 30 second timer will go off. The read
operation will be terminated, any input already typed will be
lost, and the console will be placed in lock mode. The same
actions may be taken if the user does any of the following:

l. types an illegal character (for example an upper case A,
this only works sometimes),

2. turns the ON/OFF button off and then on again (unless you
do it very fast), or

3. turns the POWER button in the onsole maintenance panel off
and then on again (unless you do it very fast.)

The maximum number of input characters that can be typed in one line
is 84. If this number is exceeded or if the 0peratOr Input Error 1

button is pushed the read operation will be terminated. All inputv
typed in the current line will be discarded. The console will
remain in the unlock mode - the keyboard will be unlocked.

A summary of the new features involved in using the operator
console is given in Table I.

USE OF THE CONSOLE IN BOS

Note, when running in BOS if the 30 second timer goes off the
console keyboard will be locked. It will remain locked until the
Request button is pushed. This is the same way the 30 second timer
works when Multics is running. This is the only change to the way
the console is operated when running in BOS.

SYSERR MESSAGE FORMAT

The format of all syserr messages has changed slightly. The current
time that is prefixed to each syserr message now includes tenths of

"t a minute. The new format of the time field is:

<
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where: hh = hours
mm = minutes
t = tenths of a minute.

The new operator's console and syserr software provides a mechanism
which can maintain a log of all syserr messages. It is possible
for the wired syserr log buffer to become full and for some
syserr messages to be lost from the log. syserr messages which
are lost from the log may be typed with the following data prefixed
before the time field:

"lost xxxxxx, z"
where xxxxxx is the sequence number of the

syserr message, and
z is the syserr code of this message.

TRANSLATION and CANONICALIZATION

The current operator's console reads and writes only GEBCD characters
The standard format of all characters in Multics is ASCII. The
new operator's console software provides a slightly different
translation between these two character sets. In addition it
provides some canonicalization of input.

The rules of translation are:

l. The following ASCII characters correspond to a specific
BCD character:

a) all lower case letters,

b) all numeric digits,

c) the characters: blank I " $ & ‘ ( ) * + , — . ? : 7 < =
>? E]__i

2. The following ASCII characters correspond to a specific
BCD character preceded by the BCD escape character “\":
a) all upper case letters,

b) the characters: tab # @ \‘ { E V“ /\
3. All other ASCII characters must be expressed in BCD in octal

format: “\xxx" where xxx represents the octal value of the
ASCII character.

4. Any ASCII character can be input in octal format.

5. For all but a few exceptions the representation of an ASCII
character as output will be exactly the same as the standard
way (nonoctal) it is represented as input. The exceptions
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are:
T

ASCII CHAR BCD INPUT BCD OUTPUT

OCta]_ 006 \006 ignored
octal O07 ‘\OO7 ignored
tab \\blank tab
RRS \\Ol6 ignored
BRS \\Ol7 ignored
# \\# #
@ \@ @

octal I77 \\l77 ignored

6. Table II shows the BCD input needed to express each ASCII
character and it shows the BCD output representation of each
ASCII character.

The rules of canonicalization:

l. A new_line character is appended to every input line.

2. All blanks and tabs are stripped off the end of the input
line. Note, in order to input a line that contains just'\ a new_line character you must type a line containing just
blanks and tabs. One blank is sufficient. Hitting the
End of Message button before typing any characters will
produce no input line at all. This action will place the
console in lock mode.

3. gg canonicalization of back_space characters is performed.

4. The character "#" is used as the erase character. The
previous character will be deleted from the input line.
For example “###" will cause the previous three characters
to be deleted.

5. The character "@" is used as the kill character. All the
characters typed so far for this line will be deleted.

6. The maximum size of an output line is 80 characters. If
a line to be typed is greater than 80 characters it will be
continued on the next line. The first character printed
on the continued line will be a "b". Note, the "b"
character is also printed automatically when thejgndgpfmmessage
button is pushed to signal the end of input. Other than" the two cases just mentioned there is no way the "b"

_ character can be typed. It is not part of either the BCD
or ASCII character set. A ’M“'“Md“MM’ 1 CW
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TABLE I

Summary of How to Use the Operator's Console

Use of the Request Button:

MODE RESULT from HITTING REQUEST

lock console enters unlock mode
unlock output is suppressed

Ways to Get Out of Unlock Mode:

l. Input a null line — hit End of Message button before typing
any other character.

2. Wait — 30 second timer will go off.

3. Input an illegal character.

4. Turn off and then on the ON/OFF button

5. Turn off and then on the POWER button in the console
maintenance panel.

How to Input a Line that Has Just a New_Line Character:

Type a line of just blanks or tabs.

. wf
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